0 is rational, being mapped [1, p. 199 ] on a plane IT by curves of order p + 3 with two fixed multiple base points: a node Y and a point X of multiplicity p+ 1. There are, as the mapping makes clear, two pencils of rational curves on 0; one of conies y mapped by the lines through X, the other of curves 8 of order p +1 mapped by the lines through Y. Through any point ? on $ pass a single y and a single ô; every y meets every S once.
The geometry of 0 in relation to its ambient space has not, apparently, been studied save in a lecture [2] at a Toronto symposium in 1979, where some remarks were made about the nests of tangent spaces. It is, as was then said, sufficient if detailed scrutiny is restricted to the case when p = 2; at each point P of 0, now belonging to an [11] , there is a nest p = s 0 c a 2 c a 5 c B 8 c a 10 of spaces, any primes through them cutting $ in curves with multiplicities at least 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 at P. OE 2 contains the tangent lines, OE 5 the osculating planes, £2 8 the osculating solids at P of branches of all curves on 0 through P. As P varies over 0 Î2 8 generates a primal M whose equation is [2, p. 338] obtainable by eliminating a certain three variables from three equations. This elimination will be carried through in Section 4, where it will be found that M can be given by equating to zero a ten-rowed determinant A whose elements, when not identically zero, are quadratic in the twelve homogeneous coordinates. A evolves by Sylvester's process of dialytic elimination between two quintic polynomials which happen to be first polars of a sextic @; A need not be displayed in full, but its rank under certain specialisations of @ can be calculated. These ranks enable one to give, if not the actual multiplicities themselves of various submanifolds on M, at least lower bounds for them.
An alternative procedure for finding A uses the null polarity TV wherein [2 p.338] the polar primes of the points of $ are its osculating primes S2 10 ; this is outlined in Section 11. 3. All sections of O by primes through £2 8 (P) include [2, p.338] both the y and the 8 that pass through P. Suppose, then, that A and B are any two points of 0 neither on the same y nor on the same 8; if P is the intersection of y A and 8 B , Q that of y B and 8 A , both A and B, and so the whole chord AB, are in both £2 8 (P) and OEsCÔ)-So the fivefold generated by the chords of 0 is, at least, nodal on M. The multiplicity is indeed higher, as will be seen below. Had A and B been on the same y then AB would have lain, with A and B, in an infinity of spaces £2 8 , namely those whose contacts are on y; likewise had A and B been on the same 8. This shows both V% and V\ to be multiple loci on Af, as will also be corroborated below. 
Castelnuovo
and now one has only to eliminate ft between the quintics q x and q 2 by Sylvester's dialytic process.
It profits to observe that q x and q 2 are polars of the sextic @: where polarisation is involved one regards a polynomial in /} as homogenised, /? having been replaced by /Vfe an( l polarises with respect to fî\ and ^2-Non-zero constant multipliers happening to obtrude can be discarded as irrelevant. Of course each of q x = 0, q 2 = 0 is a consequence of the other when (5 = 0. The condition for q x and #2 t0 share a zero is therefore that @ has a repeated zero, and it may not be necessary to parade the ten-rowed determinant A that emerges from the elimination between q x = 0 and q 2 = 0. But, as each element of A is quadratic in the coordinates, the oo 2 spaces S2 8 generate a primal M of order 20. The calculation of multiplicities of sub-manifolds on M is eased by M having a determinantal equation. For the first partial derivatives of A are linear combinations of its first minors, the second partial derivatives of its second minors, and so on. Thus if the coordinates of a point, when substituted in A, produce a determinant of rank p the multiplicity of the point on M is, at least, 10 -p.
Submanifolds on M.
© is identically zero at every point of <î>; it is, perhaps less to be expected that, as (2.3) shows, it is identically zero at every point of V% So, on V% both q x and q 2 have every coefficient zero; A becomes the determinant of the zero matrix and has rank 0, so that V\ has multiplicity at least ten on M. This implies that if a chord of V% does not lie wholly on M it meets M only at the two points of V\ that it joins. Such lines, not wholly on M, do exist: the join of and here the x, and z, need not be such as to endow @ with a repeated zero. The multiplicity of V\ on M is exactly ten.
6. Those chords of v\ which do lie on M can be identified precisely; they compose two distinct 8-dimensional manifolds.
Any .2) is on O and © identically zero; otherwise, for a point in the plane of a conic y but not on y itself, q x and q 2 are both multiples of (^ -/?) 5 , the rows of A are identical in pairs and p = 5. The V 3 generated by the planes of the conies y has multiplicity (at least) 5 on M. and so make <3f=uuv\ -MÛ 3 + faUm -m\
The non-zero factors may be dropped, leaving
(v -fti)\m ~ Kif
and now polarisation allows us to take
q 2 = (T,, -^,) 2 (r) 2 -j8f 2 ) 2 {i,,r 2 + TJ 2 £, -2f,? 2 j8}.
These quintics share two zeros, both repeated; they do not share the remaining one unless and this has been forestalled. The same prohibition debars both q x and q 2 from having a triple zero. The rank of A for two quintics so related is 6, as can be tested by writing out A for, say, the pair of binary quintics Hence the fivefold of chords of 0 is (at least) quadruple on M.
9. Analogous proceedings serve to calculate multiplicities, or at least lower bounds for them, of other manifolds on M.
Take the fourfold generated by the tangent planes £2 2 -The coordinates of any point of such a plane result from applying the differential operator XD X + [xD 2 + vD 3 to those of its contact, and the form of @ at such a point can be calculated. It is already known that @ will be identically zero along the line in £2 2 (P) that is the tangent at P of the 8 passing through P, since this tangent is on v\. But removal of this factor leaves an @, not involving the multipliers À, /x, *>, which can be interpreted with its polars in the usual way.
Since, at the point (£, 77, f) on 0,
its value at a point of Î2 2 (€, rj, f) is, applying \D\ + JXD 2 + vD^,
Similarly S= 2^(r, -0£) 3 The situation is the same as with V 3 in Section 7; the fourfold of tangent planes of $ is (at least) quintuple on M.
In order to identify the linear constraint on X, /i, J> that confines a point of OE 2 (£, rç» £)
to tri e tangent of S one has only to take the intersection of the tangent plane with the solid containing 8. d£=ft.
When these hold © will be identically zero.
The calculations show that one may take and are found to require of a point in £2 5
These restrictions imply that cf = de so that the multiplier of (r\ -PS) 5 above becomes six times
(<q -PS) = (ac -e 2 )^ -PS).
The multiplier of (17 -PS) 4 is the product of 3f ~2 and Now premultiply C 2 ; the product lacks x Q , y Q , z 0 and after £ is eliminated from it by using (11.1) the outcome is seen to be a first polar, the partial derivative with respect to TJ, of
In like manner premultiplication of C5 gives the other first polar, so one has to eliminate TJ/£ between these two quintics just as in Section 4. 14. Other matters also run in close analogy to the situation when/? = 2. For example: at a point on the join of (£i, 171, fj) and (£2, ^2, li) on $ z = xrfft! -PW+* + tfl(n 2 -# 2 )'
The general situation in

+1
One is led, instead of to two quintics with a pair of repeated roots, to two (2p + l)-ics with a pair of p-îo\d roots; A has rank 2p + 2 and the fivefold of chords of O has multiplicity (at least) 2p on M. And so on.
